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THE HIRING ENVIRONMENT:
COMPETITION HEATS UP FOR EMPLOYERS
Several hiring trends are emerging. The demand for specialized skills is
outweighing the supply of available workers who can meet employers’
expanding business needs. Lower unemployment rates and a higher
number of job openings give candidates the advantage. Job seekers have
more choices, and the ones in greatest demand may receive multiple
offers and counteroffers.
What’s more, workers are willing to change jobs for more money. So
how can hiring managers compete? It’s hard for employers — especially
smaller businesses — to rise above the noise and get the attention of top
talent.
Managers who take too long to make a hiring decision or don’t differentiate
themselves as a great place to work risk losing the best professionals. The
most successful companies are flexible, move quickly and know how to
promote what’s great about their business. They also offer competitive
salaries, and they don’t stop there. Savvy employers understand it’s easier
to retain good employees than to replace them. Avoiding turnover in the
first place enables businesses to focus less on recruiting and more on
growing their business.
This report is a collection of the latest research, including data from the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), to help shed light on the hiring
environment and talent shortage, and why hiring managers need to move
quickly when recruiting.
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THE DEMAND FOR SKILLED TALENT
RECRUITING CHALLENGES PERSIST; SKILLS HARD TO FIND
•

Is job growth the new norm? According to the BLS, there were 5.2 million job
openings at the end of June 2015, up 36% from two years ago.1

•

Skilled workers aren’t so easy to find. The majority of CIOs (59%)2 and CFOs
(55%)3 said it’s somewhat or very challenging to find skilled professionals today;
42% of advertising and marketing executives4 cited difficulty finding skilled creative
workers, and 64% of lawyers5 reported at least some challenges in recruiting legal
personnel with the requisite skills, based on hiring forecasts from Robert Half.

•

Competition is tough for highly employable professionals. The BLS reports
that positions in many fields have unemployment rates at roughly half the national
average rate or less. (See Q2 2015 Unemployment Rates on Page 3)

•

Small and midsize businesses face the most challenges. More than onethird (35%) of CEOs of small and midsize businesses surveyed by Vistage said that
staffing (finding, hiring, retaining and training) is the most significant business issue
they currently face, cited twice as frequently as any other issue.6

•

Employers need a range of skills when hiring. Businesses are recruiting for
in-demand skills including those tied to mobile, search or cloud computing, cybersecurity, social media, big data and online content strategy, financial regulation,
and wellness, according to CareerBuilder.7

Job Openings and Labor Turnover – June 2015, BLS, Aug. 12, 2015 (preliminary data).
U.S. CIOs Reveal Hiring Plans for Second Half of 2015, Robert Half Technology, June 4, 2015.
Professional Employment Forecast, Robert Half, spring 2015.
4
U.S. Advertising and Marketing Executives Reveal Hiring Plans Through Year-End, The Creative Group, June 17, 2015.
5
Nearly Three In 10 Lawyers Plan to Hire in Second Half of 2015; Two-Thirds Cite Challenges Finding Skilled Legal Professionals, June 25, 2015.
6
Vistage CEO Confidence Index, Q2 2015, July 9, 2015.
7
U.S. Workers to See an Upswing in Hiring in the Back Half of 2015, CareerBuilder 2015 Midyear U.S. Job Forecast, July 9, 2015.
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WORKERS FEEL CONFIDENT IN THEIR CAREER PROSPECTS AND KNOW WHAT THEY ARE WORTH
•

More workers are quitting. The BLS reports that 2.7 million workers voluntarily left their jobs at the end of
June 2015, a 25% increase compared to two years ago.8 (See chart on Page 4.)

•

Job seekers are upbeat. Nearly two-thirds (65%) of workers surveyed said they are more confident in their
job prospects now versus one year ago, according to Robert Half’s Confidence Matters research.9

•

Most workers benchmark their pay. More than half (59%) of professionals have checked their salary
against market rates based on third-party research within the last year; 20% have done so in the last month.10

•

Expect job changes. Three in 10 workers (29%) plan to change jobs in the next 12 months, up from 25% last
year, according to a CareerBuilder survey.11

•

Think twice, counteroffers often backfire. Robert Half research shows the majority (78%) of financial
executives surveyed don’t extend counteroffers to keep staff from leaving. Among those who do make
counteroffers, 34% said it necessitated raises for other employees in the department.12

•

Avoid turnover before it happens. To keep workers from jumping ship, 63% of CFOs surveyed by
Accountemps said they are promoting top performers, and 52% are raising salaries.13

Q2 2015 UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY OCCUPATION, FOR SELECT POSITIONS*
Finance and Accounting
Chief executives (includes CFOs) 1.8%
Financial analysts 1.8%
Purchasing managers 1.9%
Bookkeeping, accounting and
auditing clerks 2.1%
Billing and posting clerks 2.5%
Financial managers 2.6%
Accountants and auditors 2.9%
Compliance officers 3.1%

Technology
Computer network architects 0.7%
Software developers, applications and
systems software 1.3%
Network and computer systems
administrators 1.7%
Chief executives (includes CIOs) 1.8%
Computer and information systems
managers 1.8%
Computer programmers 1.8%

Job Openings and Labor Turnover – June 2015, BLS, Aug. 12, 2015 (preliminary data).
Ask for a Pay Raise … or Get a Root Canal? Robert Half, June 24, 2015.
10
Ibid.
8
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Technology, cont.
Computer systems analysts 2.0%
Database administrators 2.6%
Computer support specialists 3.5%
Computer hardware engineers 3.8%

Creative and Marketing
Public relations managers 0.2%
Writers 1.9%
Editors 2.4%
Marketing managers 2.6%
Marketing specialists 3.0%
Web developers 3.1%
Designers 3.2%

U.S. Workers to See an Upswing in Hiring in the Back Half of 2015, CareerBuilder 2015 Midyear U.S. Job
Forecast, July 9, 2015.
12
The Off-Putting Stay-Put Package: Survey Finds Most CFOs Don’t Extend Counteroffers, Robert Half,
June 9, 2015.
13
Top Tactics for Turning the Turnover Tide, Accountemps, May 7, 2015.
11

Administrative/Office Support
Administrative services managers 1.3%
Human resources workers 2.9%
Administrative assistants 3.8%
Customer service representatives 5.1%
Legal
Lawyers 1.0%
Paralegals and legal assistants 2.7%

*
Source: Current Population Survey, conducted by
the Bureau of Census for the BLS, data for Q2 2015,
July 2, 2015.
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WORKERS ARE MORE WILLING TO QUIT THEIR JOBS

ROBERT HALF CAN HELP

U.S. Employees Who Voluntarily Left Their Jobs (in thousands)
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Source: Job Openings and Labor Turnover Surveys (June 2013 – June 2015), BLS. Figures are seasonally adjusted. P = preliminary.
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SPOTLIGHT: GET READY FOR GEN Z!

We specialize in identifying hard-tofind candidates and matching them
with appropriate jobs. Our staffing
professionals are well connected within
the industries we serve and are able
to draw from a large pool of highly
skilled and experienced candidates. We
also conduct frequent research, so we
can provide our clients with the most
up-to-date information on salary and
employment trends. With more than
340 specialized staffing locations
worldwide and more than 65 years of
recruiting experience, Robert Half is
well positioned to help you with any of
your staffing and recruitment needs.

Think you know about Generation Z, those born roughly between 1990 and 1999 and who are about
to enter the workforce? Research from Robert Half * and Enactus shows some interesting findings:

•

Opportunity for career growth is the top priority for Gen Zers, cited by 64% of survey respondents.

Call us today at 1.800.803.8367.

•

Gen Z expects to work for an average of four companies throughout their lifetime.

roberthalf.com

•

45% prefer to work in a private office, and 74% prefer face-to-face communication.

•

41% described midsize organizations as the ideal work environment; only 14% favored startups.

•

Gen Zers mainly want more responsibility and an honest boss rather than elevated job titles.

For more information and to download the report, Get Ready for Generation Z, visit
roberthalf.com/generation-z.
*

Generation Z: Five Surprising Insights, Robert Half, July 22, 2015.
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